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Is it a Masterpiece or Missing Piece? 
 
August 23, 2021 – Tampa, FL – A masterpiece. What is considered a masterpiece? Architectural firms produce 
blueprints to use when their masterpieces are built. Masterpieces are things like cathedrals, cities, retirement 
communities, amusement parks, skyscrapers, etc.  
 

Do you know how many people it takes to build 
them? Often, it’s hundreds, even thousands of 
people, and lots of money to bring the blueprints 
to life. Is it worth all of that?  
 
Think of all the participants who feel the 
majestic presence of their creator as they 
worship in cathedrals.  
 
Think of all those who experience the elation of 
being a child again when they visit the Magic 
Kingdom because one man, Walt Disney had a 
dream he followed. 
 
Think of the many executives and entrepreneurs 
who operate a business inside skyscrapers along 
with hundreds of other businesses. 

 
Would you expect the architect that created the blueprints for these masterpieces to also build the cathedrals, 
skyscrapers, amusement parks, etc.? 
 
You are similar to the architect. You created the masterpiece, now you need a team of experts to take you to the 
next level. You cannot build your business by yourself! 
 
Can you identify your missing piece or pieces? Is it sales, marketing, public relations, more streams of income, 
ideal clients, etc.? What is it? 
 
You can’t always be an expert in every area, but you can always hire an expert to assist where you need it. Visit 
our Collaborative Cloud Community www.LinktoEXPERT.com today to perfect your masterpiece.  
 

About LinktoEXPERT – Expertise and empowerment exchange. Empower yourself – identify yourself as the 
Authority/Expert. Empower Others – by offering your education, experience, and expertise which results in 
implementing others’ ideas fast. We magnify your messages and amplify your brand which makes you a media 
magnet and your expertise known worldwide. You focus on what you do best and let us do the rest. 
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